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Abstract
Restriction on the broadcasting of 17 western songs considered full of sexual aspects in the Indonesian province of West Java has given rise to polemic and criticism. Various reactions, both negative and positive, emerged. Instead of supporting the restriction the Indonesian public appeared to blatantly oppose the policy made by the West Java Regional Indonesian Broadcasting Commission (KPID). It is interesting to analyze and study this phenomenon more deeply through the great concepts of Gramsci’s counter hegemony. Of course, a mature and strategic counter hegemony is needed to counter western music hegemony in the country. The study of counter hegemony has not been widely discussed, especially when it comes to the counter of the counter hegemony itself and this can be the novelty of this study. This phenomenon is analyzed through critical perspective by conducting literature study in several online media sites related to the topic of this research. The results show that the counter hegemony which was not carried out systematically and strategically with regard to the restrictions on the broadcasting of 17 western songs in the province of West Java did not yield a fruit in the form of the hegemony’s downfall. The hegemony of western songs remains strong. The failure of counter hegemony will strengthen the hegemony of western songs in Indonesia. For its part, it is necessary to have mature planning and strong collaboration between political society and civil society to make the counter hegemony run well in an attempt to undermine the hegemony.
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Introduction
The Decision of Komisi Penyiaran Indonesia Daerah (KPID) or Regional Indonesian Broadcasting Commission of West Java No. 480.215/KPID–Jabar/2019 has been much discussed and argued by KPID commissioners. Under the decision, KPID of West Java has restricted the broadcasting of 17 English songs, video clip, and any other form which can only be broadcast with specification D (dewasa/adults) in West Java from 22.00 WIB to 03.00 WIB. According to the head of KPID West Java, Dedeh Fardiah, the reason behind the restriction is that the songs contain sexual aspects or obscene on the scene or lyric which cannot be consumed, especially by underage children in accordance with article 20 paragraph 1 and article 38 P3SPS (Arief, 2019). Dedeh Fardiah also said that the issuance of the decision was based on a prior review: "so we certainly based on the circular of the plenary meeting of the commissioners.

At the meeting, we reviewed various songs based on the public’s complaints and the West Java KPID’s monitoring and then we selected several
songs." The study and meetings began with a variety of complaints and concerns from the people of West Java about western songs featuring vulgar scenes. "We take the policy to limit it (the playback of the songs). In this context, the songs can only be aired from 10pm to 3am. The policy applies to broadcasters in West Java. Broadcasting is supervised by the West Java KPID "(Pikiran Rakyat, 2019).

The songs which are subjected to the restriction are titled Dusk Till Dawn (Zayn Malik), Sangria Wine (Camila Cabello ft. Pharrell W), Mr Brightside (The Killers), Let Me (Zayn Malik), Love Me Harder (Ariana Grande), Plot Twist (Marc E Bassy), Shape of You (Ed Sheeran), Overdose (Chris Brown ft. Agnez Mo), Makes Me Wonder (Maroon 5), That's What I Like (Bruno Mars), Fuck It I Don't Want You Back (Eamon), Bad Things (Camila Cabello ft. Machine), Versace on the Floor (Bruno Mars), Midsummer Madness (88 Rising), Wild Thoughts (DJ Khaled ft. Rihanna), Till it Hurts (Yellow Claw), Your Song (Rita Ora).

A variety of reactions also have appeared, thereby giving rise to some arguments, for example: Bruno Mars. Two of Bruno Mars’s songs titled Versace on the Floor and That's What I like, are included in songs restriction. Bruno Mars was able to lodge his protest into jokes with sarcasm involving Ed Sheeran (which is among the 17 songs). In his tweet covered by online media Tribun News: "I was popular in Indonesia! Then @edsheeran appeared with the lyrics that were sick, obscene, and made us all get pinched! Thank you, Ed. Thank you very much", he insinuated in his first tweet, a few minutes later, Bruno Mars issued a follow-up note. "I'm in love with the shape of you (I love your shape)? Is that really @edsheeran? You are a monster! & don't make me start discussing Thinking Out Loud. You have no shame?" Finally, Bruno Mars called on the Indonesian public not to be equated with Ed Sheeran. "Dear Indonesian, I gave you so many hits of Nothing on You', 'Just the Way You Are' & 'Treasure'. Do not compare me with the sexual pervert" (Susanti, 2019). Not only Bruno Mars, but also negative-pitched reactions emerge, ranging from radio industry players and observers of domestic music because these restrictions can erode the freedom of expression.

Besides the negative reaction, the positive reaction supporting the circular of West Java KPID was seen as an oasis in an effort to fight or resist hegemony, especially western music hegemony in the country. Instead of supporting this resistance, the Indonesian society appears to oppose the policy in a clear and open manner. Contrary to the West Java KPID policy, as if it was a form of defense of western music hegemony in the country. This is what researchers call a form of community resistance to the West Java KPID policy which can be said to be a form of resistance itself, but resistance to counter hegemony of western music in the country (not resistance to hegemony).

It is interesting to analyze and study this phenomenon (perhaps more precisely noumena) in depth through the great concepts of hegemony and Gramscian’s counter hegemony. Basically, there have been many researches on hegemony, with the majority of them focusing on "western" hegemony on "east" in various aspects, including media. Hegemony may simply be assumed as a life-view, ideology and dominant class-thinking way of thinking to the public as a hegemonized class through institutional and individual ways so that unconsciously the unlucky class is unconscious of being colonized. So hegemony is:

“A group supremacy can be reflected in two ways; as a domination and as intellectual and moral leadership". In one hand, a social group that dominates opposition groups aims to "diminish" or rule over them” (Ikhsano & Stellarosa, 2015)

Hegemony can be interpreted as a dominating action through various aspects, especially in research carried out through culture by the dominant (western) people to the inferior (Indonesian society) so that various kinds of cultures are imposed globally such as fashion, food, life style, music, films and so on, accepted willingly and voluntarily by the Indonesian people. In this case, media should be able to educate people with content or information conveyed, but in fact mass media also serve as a means of persuasion and propaganda which legitimates certain function and ideology practice (Stellarosa, 2017). Especially the capitalism ideology as mentioned by Berto (2018) that the meanings are commodified and eventually reduced before being contaminated by the capitalist ideology which only emphasizes on the principles of progress and recency (standardization), individualism (pseudo-individualism and social cement), and efficiency (fetishism).

Hegemony in the music sector in Indonesia has occurred since the 1960s. This certainly has a very strong and rooted impact on the hegemony itself, so there needs to be resistance or counter hegemony to the hegemony. Simple counter hegemony can be said to be a form of resistance to the hegemony itself through crisis hegemony and war of position. This stage of the counter hegemony has become a crucial point in this research. The previous study conducted by Ikhsano
and Stellarosa (2015) shows that the failure of resistance or counter hegemony to a form of hegemony would actually make the hegemony stronger. This is a big assumption in this study.

Through critical perspective, this study saw that the restriction on the broadcasting of 17 western songs by West Java KPID as a counter hegemony seems to be unstructured, and to be not neat, thereby causing researchers to have concern about the failure of counter hegemony to western music in the country so that it would automatically strengthen the hegemony of western music in the homeland itself.

The impression of the unstructured counter hegemony at a glance can be seen from the rise of negative reactions from the public, both industry players and national music observers, to the restriction, so that it was not formed as Gramsci said to be collective will. A good collective will certainly requires very strong collaboration between elements of political will (the central government, regional government, central KPI, etc.) and civil society (general public, industry, observers, etc.) in carrying out counter hegemony movement. The failure of the counter hegemony is in turn expected to provide academic contributions in the form of novelty to the great concept of the counter hegemony.

From the exposure of the problems and urgency values above, the research aims to see the extent to which resistance of the Indonesian society (civil society) to the resistance or counter hegemony by the West Java KPID through its circular regarding the restriction on the broadcasting of 17 western songs to oppose the hegemony of western music in West Java works from Gramscian's perspective.

**Theoretical Framework**

There have been many researches on hegemony, including that conducted by Ali (2015). The importance of hegemony is illustrated by Ali's research which states that FRELIMO (Front for the Liberations of Mozambique)’s resistance to the Portuguese colonial rule requires very important attention to the practice of dialectic hegemony before to the aspect of domination. The attainment of domination without the practice of hegemony can be achieved but will always create resistance compared to the practice of hegemony first.

The other research was carried out by Rachar (2016) who emphasizes integration and compares Searle and Gramsci’s thoughts on the construction of social life. Searle presents in detail how to analyze the formation of social entities from the aspect of agents while Gramsci's hegemony can be used to know the occurrence of differences in society into certain groups in constructing social life.

The next study was conducted by Robinson (2005). In his research on the hegemony, Robinson argued that hegemony, on a global perspective, originated from the theory of capitalism. In the beginning, hegemony only seemed to be suitable and focused on the scale of the country (internal state problems), then Gramscian’s hegemony developed (because of globalization) to be transnational, especially transnational capitalist class. Transnational capitalist emphasizes or global capitalism as an actor in global hegemony is insisted by Rupert (2006), Rupert emphasizes that Gramscian’s hegemony is still very relevant to be explored deeply to see how the relationship between power and structure (governance) as a whole.

The various studies above have led to the hegemony developing rapidly, not only focusing on the affairs of the state, but also globalizing. Hegemony can also be compared with other concepts and hegemony also requires collaboration from various elements (actors) to succeed. This is certainly very relevant to this research, namely how music hegemony works transnationally from the music hegemony works transnationally from the west pop culture to the east (Indonesia) with the big actor in the form of the global capitalism. So, in this case hegemony is not only seen at state level, but it is transnational and certainly requires collaboration between civil society and political will in conducting counter hegemony.

Hegemony is also seen as a very soft way of dictating various kinds of ideology without domination (via violence) so that the counter hegemony mechanism in Indonesia can be made possible through the restriction on the broadcasting of 17 songs by the West Java KPID without the element of domination that has a hard connotation. From the relevance above, the urgency value in the novelty aspect of this research is the failure of counter hegemony that occurs due to the unstructured counter hegemony strategy because it is not fully supported by the civil society.

**Material and Methodology**

The critical paradigm, as a big umbrella in this study, is in line with the theory of hegemony and Gramscian’s counter hegemony and its efforts in dismantling the pseudo reality that has been formed for a long time; meaning that western music hegemony in Indonesia has been going on for so long that the dismantling of consciousness in society is the main key in the critical paradigm.

In supporting the demolition, a deep approach is needed in the form of a qualitative approach with data collection in the form of
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smelled western in Indonesia's music sector; starting from the prohibition of playing western music and so on. As revealed by Fadillah (2012) like the following:

"On that basis, Sukarno made a policy banning everything from the West, including players and Western music. Indonesian musicians were banned from playing English songs. Since then, many Indonesian bands which originally used English to name their bands have changed their name into Indonesian and sang Indonesian pop songs."

The prohibition of all western cultures in the Soekarno era is confirmed by relatively strict sanctions imposed on those who were stubborn to sing western songs called by Soekarno “ngak-ngik-ngok” music. Ngak-ngik-ngok is term used to describe a western music with rock n roll genre, such as Elvis Presley and the Beatles, who were very famous in the 1950s in Indonesia. They were subject to subversive law and even the police and the military could arrest them, as expressed by Fadillah (2012) as follows:

"Soekarno increasingly banned Western culture. Local music groups, let alone foreign music ones were banned from singing 'ngak-ngik-ngok' songs. Do not try to play music carelessly, otherwise, the culprit could be charged under subversive law. Police and soldiers were ready to catch those who tried to be stubborn."

The protection of national culture in the Soekarno era was very strict. Western culture was seen as the entrance of various kinds of hedonic cultures to Indonesia. The government at that time did not want a hedonic culture from the west to brainwash Indonesian youths. To further explore how stringent was the policy of the Soekarno government can be observed through: (1) imprisoning Indonesian band groups singing western songs. One of the imprisoned band groups was the Koes Bersaudara band (now called Koes Plus); (2) banning Indonesians from following the hairstyles of the British band, the Beatles; To carry out the ban police officers conducted tight raids by carrying scissors to shave bald patches of young men who cut hair like John Lennon Cs. Not enough about haircut, Soekarno also banned young men from the tight style of the English musicians. The policy again raided with scissors. It's easy. the police carried a ketchup bottle, if it turns out that the bottle can't fit into the pants, then the pants are considered tight. "Kresss!!" pants cut to thighs".

After the Soekarno government changed, resistance to western culture, especially western music did not happen again. Slowly but surely, western music came in with a smooth bombardment of Indonesia very quickly.

Sen & Hil (2006) also stated that the development of music in Indonesia cannot be separated from government intervention and involvement. Text in music is also often disciplined by the government; for example, when a dangdut show sponsored by the Indonesian armed forces is used as a campaign tool; then performance of musicians like Iwan Fals is often prohibited because the audience is often chaotic and the lyrics are often considered to be against or criticism of the government.

At the political economy level, a strategy is needed. Khadavi (2014) explains the strategies used by the market in introducing pop music ideology to society, including three elements, namely standardization, homogenization and commodification. Standardization means everything that has been standardized based on general criteria. Standardization based on general criteria will easily be accepted by society. Homogenization means uniformity: the tastes, attitudes, styles and mindsets built by a large industrial system. Meanwhile, commodification is that all forms of cultural products must be tradable. The profit motive determines the nature of various cultural forms.

West Java KPID Resistance to Western Music Hegemony

The policy stated in the West Java KPID’s decision number 480.215/KPID/West Java/2019 is actually to limit the display of 17 western songs at certain hours in West Java, instead of prohibiting the total screening. This policy was made after the West Java KPID has received a lot of inputs from the public since January 2018. In total, there were 52 complaints and 36 monitored items, all of which were English songs, The West Java KPID then conducted a study. As expressed by Dedeh Fardiah, chairman of the West Java KPID: "we conducted a
study on western songs based on monitoring and public complaints." (Fikri, 2019).

In its study the West Java KPID found 86 English songs containing vulgar elements which are against the regulation. In response to the finding, the West Java KPID held a plenary meeting where it shortlisted the 86 songs to only 17 songs subjected to restrictions on their broadcasting. "The 86 songs were shortlisted to 17 songs. They are all western songs. This is (similar to) the case of dangdut songs in 2016. But now they are all western songs" (Fikri, 2019). In terms of social semiotics Halliday, the field element of discourse is about the restriction by the government (West Java KPID) on the broadcasting of the 17 western songs.

Civil Society Concerning the Resistance of the West Java KPID to Western Music Hegemony in West Java

In terms of social semiotics Halliday, the coverage by the five online media sites from the tenor of discourse was very clear about the elements of political society. In this case, West Java KPID as a regulator has received many attacks and antipathy from civil society, radio station managers, music directors and music observers; because the policy is not based on strong data such as research results.

Various public reactions to the restriction on the broadcasting of 17 songs emerged, including those from the radio industry. Andrie Ruliansyah, the station manager of B-Radio, planned to seek clarification from the West Java KPID shortly after learning the restriction on the broadcasting of 17 songs: "we want clarity on what is the basis (of the restriction) and whether (the restriction affects) lyrics or video clips. We don't know what are the parameters." Furthermore, Andrie also wanted to ask for further explanations about the segmentation of radio audience. He said the audience of his radio is adults so that the generalization of restriction is considered ambiguous: "our radio is for adults, so it's a bit confusing. What kind of explanation do we need" (Fikri, 2019).

Similar reactions also came from Gusti Sukma Prata, the music director of Hard Rock and I Radio Bandung. Prata protested against the restriction by stating that KPID West Java had made a mistake since it did not disseminate the restriction before issuing the circular. According to Prata: "as a person who works for the radio, I object to it and the KPID is wrong because it did not disseminate it. In fact, there is a music director association and the KPID team should be informed in advance". Prata further emphasized that the West Java KPID circular would turn off the radio in Bandung on the grounds that the radio listeners who want to ask for the 17 songs will be disappointed and opt to digital. Prata argued that children today are more inclined to hear digital radio like Spotify and others. As Prata stated as follows: "today children listen to it digitally on Spotify and Youtube, can the KPID limit the media? The radio must broadcast top 40 songs and ads. If it's now limited and radio listeners can't request, this means that the radio is disappointing and the listeners will switch to digital" (Susanti, 2019).

The momentary response from the radio industry players who had negative tendency was reinforced by the response from one of the music observers in West Java, namely Idhar Resmadi. Idhar explicitly assessed that this restriction was quite strange and even had no clear basis: "I said this is quite strange and unclear, there should be a clear basis for which this policy can be made" (Dellanita, 2019).

Furthermore, Andrie Ruliansyah, station manager of B-Radio Bandung, also explained that musicians rejected the article in the Draft Bill. One of them concerns the restriction. "What is the restriction on radio? But they can still access YouTube and so on, which is much more like the video clip," said Andrie (Merdeka, 2019).

Idhar’s resistance is also increasingly visible when stating that the song lyrics contained in music are clearly different from series or films that have visual power so that they can have a greater influence. Unlike song; song lyrics can be interpreted differently so it is very possible if the vulgar songs can be interpreted differently or just plainly for others: "The lyrics of the songs have multi interpretations, can I just say this song is vulgar in the lyrics. Others can think it's normal right".

Furthermore, Idhar also affirms resistance to the restriction by stating that if the KPID limits the broadcasting of these songs it must be based on strong evidence, a behavior al evidence that has occurred. For example, there should be clear evidence such as a man who raped a woman because he heard certain song lyrics, please forbid the song. If there isn't anything for what it is, it's not clear (Dellanita, 2019). Of course, the reason for the behavioral evidence that has taken place is considered quite reckless because the big purpose of the restriction is a preventive form before negative behaviors arise. The clear reason for KPID is also expected by Idhar. At the cultural level, KPID's resistance can be said to be a form of protection. Protection of local culture (Sunda), especially Sundanese music which over time can be eroded by western music culture.
In terms of social semiotics Halliday, from the mode of discourse element; it can be seen that five online media sites demonstrate a lack of public support for the West Java KPID policy. The use of language that tends to question and criticize this policy shows how the media has succeeded in producing an image of rejecting the restriction on the broadcasting of 17 western songs.

From the data presented above, the music hegemony in the country has been going on for quite a long time, since 1960 where the west as the dominant class took control of the Indonesian people as a lower class. As stated by Rachar (2016) that "hegemony is a practice of various strata possessing or seeking state power, whereas dominance is primarily on coercion".

Although there had been a counter hegemony since Soekarno's time which was quite hard, western music hegemony wandered freely until now. Hence, the Indonesia masses as hegemon class accepted and even supported the hegemony by resisting the restriction on the broadcasting of western songs in West Java. This can be referred to as an attempt of resisting the hegemony itself.

It can be said that the counter hegemony carried out by the West Java KPID tends to be weak. As suggested by Gramsci, a strong counter hegemony strategy will work when the hegemon class is in the state of crisis. Here, the researcher does not see any crystalline hegemony that is strong enough in the western music industry, especially the American music industry. Even though Korean music begins to overwhelm Indonesia, the Western and American music industries still become the world's music promoters. Furthermore, Gramsci also stated, besides the element of crisis hegemony that occurs in the hegemon class, the element of war of position becomes very strategic (Gramsci 1975):

"Detailed process of counterpart as: (1) Hegemony Crisis, which can happen because of the threat of comfort in the interest of opposition class, or because of the difficulty in controlling and keeping the situation through legal action. (2) War of position, is a continuous counter towards super-structural culture for industrial developing countries. "The capitalist leaders use their power to defend their status in the society"

The mechanism of the war of position at the counter hegemony carried out by the West Java KPID which was also investigated did not occur because of the lack of superstructure in the form of civil society and political society that supported the counter hegemony. Instead of supporting the civil society, both elements of broadcasting practitioners, music observers even resisted counter hegemony carried out by the West Java KPID. The powerless counter hegemony carried out by the West Java KPID will in turn confirm and strengthen the hegemony itself (western music hegemony in West Java).

**Collaboration Between Political Society and Civil Society**

In regard to the restriction on the broadcasting of 17 western songs by West Java KPID, the researcher does not see any collaboration between political society; in this case the KPID, and civil society, especially musicians in West Java. Civil society has shown resistance to the West Java KPID policy. Of course, this is not in line with Gramscian thinking in creating a counter hegemony. Collaboration and cooperation between political society and civil society are essential in the counter hegemony; so that it becomes a great resistance force for the hegemon class, namely western music.

When there is no strong resistance, it is impossible to reach the stage which Gramscian calls a war of position, namely a strategy of resistance by encircling the hegemon class by creating various kinds of mass organizations of hegemonic class and by building and developing a hegemonic class culture. As stated by Ikhsano (2020), the war of position is based on the idea of besieging the state apparatus with a counter hegemony created by the mass organizations of the working class and by building institutions and developing a proletarian culture.

**Conclusions**

Resistance, as the counter hegemony carried out by West Java KPID by restricting the broadcasting of 17 western songs, to western music hegemony in West Java can be said to be unsuccessful. The crisis of hegemony, as one of the conditions for counter hegemony, is not fulfilled. In this study, there was no significant crisis in western music hegemony. Furthermore, in an effort to counter hegemony, Gramsci also emphasized the importance of war of positions by relying on mature strategies thanks to the collaboration between elements of civil society and political society.

Even this researcher thinks that this has not happened yet. What happened was that civil society should support and act as an agent, activists in carrying out the counter hegemony instead of defending openly and brightly the hegemony and resisting the counter-hegemony movement by the West Java KPID. Hence, the counter hegemony was made to become defiant and unsuccessful. Counter counterfeit hegemony itself actually
shows that it is not structured and neat and there is no collaboration between the civil society and political society of the hegemon class which in turn confirms and exemplifies western music hegemony in West Java itself.

For this reason, it is very necessary to have a systematic and completed plan and of course, a strong collation of political society, which consists of KPID, central KPI, regional government and the central government and civil society consisting of the public, music industry and observers. Hence, the counter hegemony will run well to undermine hegemony.
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